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Security ontology can be used to build a shared knowledge model for an application domain to overcome the data heterogeneity
issue, but it suffers from its own heterogeneity issue. Finding identical entities in two ontologies, i.e., ontology alignment, is a
solution. It is important to select an effective similarity measure (SM) to distinguish heterogeneous entities. However, due to the
complex semantic relationships among concepts, no SM is ensured to be effective in all alignment tasks.-e aggregation of SMs so
that their advantages and disadvantages complement each other directly affects the quality of alignments. In this work, we formally
define this problem, discuss its challenges, and present a problem-specific genetic algorithm (GA) to effectively address it. We
experimentally test our approach on bibliographic tracks provided by OAEI and five pairs of security ontologies. -e results show
that GA can effectively address different heterogeneous ontology-alignment tasks and determine high-quality security
ontology alignments.

1. Introduction

Security ontology builds a shared knowledge model for an
information system’s security area to facilitate the estab-
lishment of trust relationships [1]. Figure 1 shows an ex-
ample of security ontology. An oval denotes a concept, such
as SecurityProtocol or ProtocolEncryption. -e arrow be-
tween two concepts denotes a subsumptive relationship, for
example, ProtocolSignature is subsumed by Secur-
ityProtocol. A concept might have properties, such as the
XACML and ACL properties of ProtocolAccessControl.
However, security ontologies have different application
requirements and bias interest, which causes the ontologies
themselves to suffer from the heterogeneity problem.
Finding identical entities in two security ontologies, i.e.,
security ontology alignment, is a solution to this issue [2, 3].
It is important to use a similarity measure (SM) to distin-
guish heterogeneous entities when aligning security

ontologies. However, due to the complex semantic rela-
tionships among concepts, no SM is effective in all contexts.
Hence, it is important to aggregate SMs so that their ad-
vantages and disadvantages complement each other.

-e most flexible way to aggregate SMs is the parallel
framework, which assigns a weight for each SM to obtain the
final alignment. During this procedure, each SM’s similarity
matrix is calculated, whose rows and columns, respectively,
represent two ontologies’ entities and whose elements are
their similarity values. -e aggregated matrix is determined
by aggregating all the matrices with the weighted mean
strategy. A threshold is used to filter elements with low
similarity values to obtain the final matrix, which is decoded
to the ontology alignment. It is a complex problem to de-
termine the optimal aggregating weight set for SMs since
there are many local optimal solutions. Genetic algorithm
(GA) [4, 5] is a classic global optimization algorithm, which
is adept at solving the optimization problem without the
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information of the objective’s gradient. Being inspired by its
success in the complex optimization domains [6, 7], we build
a mathematical model under a parallel aggregating frame-
work to define the security ontology alignment problem,
propose a problem-specific GA to address it, and determine
high-quality security ontology alignments.

-e remainder of this paper is arranged as follows.
Section “Preliminaries” defines the security ontology
alignment and similarity measure. Section “Genetic Algo-
rithm to Integrate Security Ontologies” describes the GA-
based alignment technique. Experimental results are dis-
cussed in section “Experiment,” and section “Conclusion”
relates our conclusions.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Security Ontology Alignment. Security ontology consists
of concepts, properties, and axioms, and an ontology
alignment is a mapping set. A mapping is a 3-tuple (c1, c2,
sim), where c1 and c2 are two ontologies’ entities, and sim is
their similarity [8, 9]. Aligning ontologies require us to find
the correspondence between two ontology entities to bridge
their semantic gap. As shown in Figure 2, the input of
ontology alignment is a pair of ontologies. After using
different SMs to determine the corresponding similarity
matrices, GA is used to optimize their aggregating weights to
obtain the final alignment.

A security ontology alignment’s quality can be measured
with metrics in the information retrieval domain [10]:

recall �
|R∩RA|

|R|
,

precision �
|R∩RA|

|A|
,

f − measure �
2 precision · recall
recall + precision

,

(1)

where A and RA are, respectively, an alignment and ref-
erence alignment and denotes a set’s cardinalities. Here, f-
measure is the harmony mean of recall and precision. On
this basis, the security ontology alignment problem has the
objective to maximize the f-measure, and the decision
variable is X � (x1, x2, . . .)T, where xi ∈ [0, 1], i � 1, 2, . . .,
is the ith SM’s aggregating weight, and  xi � 1. In this
work, we choose the weighted average strategy to aggregate
the SMs, which is the most popular and flexible method in
the domain of information fusion of combining SMs. -e
other aggregating mechanisms, such as those in the field of
evidential reasoning and fuzzy reasoning, could be also
applied, which is one of our future works.

2.2. Similarity Measure. SM can generally be categorized as
either syntactic, linguistic, or taxonomy SM [11, 12], which
we describe as follows.

Syntactic SM calculates the similarity of two strings
through their edit distance. We use the Levenshtein distance
[13]:

Levenshtein s1, s2(  �
max0, min s1


, s2


  − d s1, s2( 

min s1


, s2


 
,

(2)

where |s1| and |s2| are the respective character numbers of
strings s1 and s2 and d(s1, s2) is their edit distance.

Linguistic SM utilizes an electronic dictionary to mea-
sure the similarity of two words. We useWordNet [14, 15] as
the electronic knowledge base. Linguistic similarity is de-
fined as

Linguistic w1, w2(  � max
c1∈sen w1( ),c2∈sen w2( )

sim c1, c2(  ,

(3)

where w1 and w2 are words derived from two entities and
sen(wi) denotes the number of meanings of wi.
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Figure 1: An example of security ontology.
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Taxonomy SM uses the context of concepts c1 and c2 to
determine their similarity [16, 17]:

Taxonomy c1, c2(  �
Levenshtein super1, super2(  + avg Levenshtein subi, subj  

2
, (4)

where super1 and super2 are the superclasses of c1 and c2,
respectively, and subi and subj are, respectively, their i th
and j th subclasses. In particular, the taxonomy SM de-
termines the similarity value by calculating the average
similarity of two concepts’ parent pair and all their direct
subclass pairs.

3. Genetic Algorithm to Integrate
Security Ontologies

3.1. Encoding Mechanism. In this work, we use binary
coding [18] to reduce the evolutionary operation’s com-
putational complexity. Considering that the coding
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Figure 2: Framework of ontology alignment.
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information must contain the weight set of SMs, we store
them in disguised form by storing the cutting points in the
coding information. We sort a set of cutting points C′ �
(c1′, c2′, . . . , cn

′) in the ascending order as C � (c1, c2, . . . , cn),
and then we can get the corresponding weight set:

wk �

c1, k � 1,

ck−1 − ck, 1< k< n + 1,

1 − cn, k � n + 1.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(5)

-rough calculation, we can use n cutting points to
obtain n + 1 aggregating weights. -is work selects three
SMs, so we need to encode the information of two cutting
points. We use 10 gene bits to represent a cutting point;
hence, the length of a chromosome is 20 gene bits. Figure 3
shows an example of the encoding mechanism, where two
cutting points represent the aggregating weights of the SM,
and five gene bits are used to encode each cutting point. As
shown in the figure, a chromosome is decoded to decimal to
obtain the cutting point set C′, which is sorted to obtain the
cutting point set C. -en, weights w1, w2, and w3 are cal-
culated according to formula (5).

3.2. Selection. -e selection operator is the kernel compo-
nent of GA, which decides whether a solution’s gene in-
formation can persist. A solution with a higher fitness value
should have a greater probability of selection, but one with a
lower fitness value should also have a certain opportunity.
-is work empirically chooses the classic roulette selection
operator. -e probability of selecting an individual is the
ratio of its fitness value to the sum of the fitness values of all
solutions; hence, each individual has the opportunity to be
selected. If the i th solution has fitness value fi, its selection
probability is fi/ fi.

3.3. Crossover. -e crossover operator mixes the genes of
two parent solutions according to a crossover probability.
We randomly select a cutting point using the single-point
crossover operator [19], and two children are generated by
swapping the right parts of two parents’ genes.

3.4. Mutation. -e mutation operator aims to maintain
population diversity, which is critical to the algorithm’s
searching ability. -is work selects the locus mutation op-
erator [20], which judges whether a gene value should be
flipped by generating a random number in [0, 1] and
comparing it with the mutation probability.

3.5. Pseudocode of Genetic Algorithm. Given the maximum
generation maxGeneration, we present the GA pseudocode:

∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Initialization∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
fori � 0; i< population.length; i + +do

forj � 0; j< population.length; j + +do
genei,j � random 0, 1{ };

end for

end for
∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Evaluation∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
fori � 0; i< population.length; i + +do

evaluation();
end for
∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ Evolution∗∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
generation � 0;
whilegeneration<maxGenerationdo

crossover();
mutation();
fori � 0; i< population.length; i + +do

evaluation();
end for
selection();
saveElite();
generation � generation + 1;

end while

-e gene values of each individual are initialized as 1 or
0, and then the population’s solutions are evaluated. In each
generation, the crossover and mutation operators are suc-
cessively applied, and all solutions are re-evaluated. -e
selection operator is then used to determine the population
of the next generation. Finally, the worst solution is replaced
by the best one in the history (i.e., the elite solution).

3.6. Experiment. We utilized the Bibliographic track from
OAEI (http://oaei.ontologymatching.org) to test the per-
formance of our proposal. In particular, 1XX and 2XX are
the respective testing cases with IDs beginning with 1 and 2.
In 1XX, two ontologies under alignment are exactly the
same except for different OWL restrictions, while in 2XX,
they are heterogeneous in terms of the entity name and/or
the concept’s hierarchical structure. We also chose four
pairs of specialized security ontologies for testing: (1)
Network Security Ontologies—Network Attack Ontology
(NAO) [21] and Ontology-Based Attack Model (NAM)
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Figure 3: Example of encoding mechanism.
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[22]; (2) Security Requirement-Related Ontolo-
gies—Security and Domain Ontology for Security Re-
quirement Analysis (SDOSRA) [23] and Extended
Ontology for Security Requirements (EOSR) [24]; (3)
Miscellaneous Security Ontologies—Ontological approach
toward Cyber Security in Cloud Computing (OCSCC) [25]
and Ontology in Cloud Computing (OCC) [26]; (4) Ap-
plication-Based Security Ontologies—Security Ontology
for Mobile Applications (SOMA) [27] and Security On-
tology for Mobile Agents Protection (SOMAP) [28], and

Cloud Security Policy (CSP) [29] and Cloud Ontology
(CO) [30]. -e threshold for filtering the final alignment
was set as 0.85, and the configuration of GA was empirically
set to a maximum 3000 generations, crossover rate 0.6, and
mutation rate 0.02. In the experiment, we compared our
approach with OAEI’s participants, Table 1 compares the
results in terms of recall and precision, and Figure 4
compares the f-measures. Table 2 shows the results of
using GA to align the security ontologies. -e results of our
approach were the mean values of 30 independent runs.

Table 1: Comparison on OAEI’s bibliographic track in terms of recall and precision.

Matching system
1XX 2XX

Precision Recall Precision Recall
Edna 0.64 1.00 0.62 0.84
LogMap 0.94 0.96 0.90 0.81
LogMapLt 0.56 0.99 0.53 0.83
LogMapBio 0.50 0.56 0.52 0.65
GMap 0.97 1.00 0.88 0.85
LogMap-C 0.58 0.96 0.57 0.81
Mamba 0.90 0.84 0.79 0.76
AOT 2014 0.97 0.97 0.93 0.83
OReasoner 0.87 1.00 0.74 0.84
CIDER-CL 1.00 1.00 0.78 0.91
HerTUDA 0.89 1.00 0.90 0.85
MapSSS 0.89 0.34 0.87 0.27
RIMOM 2013 0.84 1.00 0.63 0.88
ServOMap 0.95 1.00 0.67 0.56
StringsAuto 0.89 0.34 0.87 0.27
Synthesis 0.94 1.00 0.81 0.86
XMapGen 0.84 1.00 0.67 0.78
XMapSig 0.84 1.00 0.70 0.84
ASE 0.58 1.00 0.61 0.85
GOMMA 0.84 1.00 0.70 0.87
MEDLEY 0.72 1.00 0.68 0.84
Optima 1.00 1.00 0.85 0.83
ServOMap 1.00 0.98 0.91 0.76
ServOMaplt 1.00 0.28 1.00 0.45
WMatch 0.84 1.00 0.73 0.85
GA 1.00 1.00 0.95 0.85
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Figure 4: Comparison of OAEI’s Bibliographic track in terms of f-measure.
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As shown in Table 1, the recall and precision of our
approach were generally higher than those of OAEI. -is is
because GA is able to effectively jump out of lots of local
optimas, and find the optimal aggregating weights from
large-scale feasible solutions. In particular, the precision of
our approach was high, which shows that aggregating dif-
ferent similarity measures can effectively distinguish het-
erogeneous entities.

As can be seen from Figure 4, the results of our approach
were the best on 1XX testing cases, which shows that GA can
effectively align two ontologies with the same entities and
structures. In addition, with respect to different heterogeneous
tasks on 2XX testing cases, our approach was also effective,
which shows that our approach is able to address the matching
problem with different heterogeneity characteristics.

Table 2 depicts the results of approaches to aligning five
pairs of real security ontologies, which show our approach
can achieve a high capacity on all testing cases in terms of the
f-measure. To sum up, our approach was robust at
addressing different alignment tasks and could determine
high-quality security ontology alignments.

4. Conclusions

To ensure communication and cooperation among different
security applications built on security ontologies, we proposed a
GA-based ontology alignment technique to address the security
ontology heterogeneity problem. We defined the problem,
discussed its challenges, and presented a problem-specificGA to
effectively address it. Bibliographic tracks provided by OAEI
and five pairs of security ontologies were used to test our
approach’s performance. -e experimental results show that
our approach is able to align different heterogeneous ontologies
and determine high-quality security ontology alignments.

In the future, we are interested in adaptive similarity
selection, which determines effective and nonconflicting
similarity measures according to the heterogeneous features
of two ontologies under alignment. Moreover, when the
number of similarity measures is large, some strategies to
improve efficiency should be introduced to improve GA’s
performance.
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